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Abstract
Social media is a platform where people can express their opinions and ideas and communicate with
other people from all over the world. Social media can receive text, audio, video and photo formats.
Social media marketing is a process that made it possible for companies to introduce their products
and services in the Internet, and reach a community and customers which they could not reach with
traditional marketing channels. Content analysis on social media can help companies to build their
marketing strategies. Companies can determine the popularity of their products and sentiment analysis
can be used to study the public response about the company products.
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1 Introduction
New web technologies have made it easy for any-
one to create and, most importantly distribute their
own content. A blog post, tweet, or YouTube video
can be produced and viewed by millions virtually for
free. (Dan Zarella 2009). Social media, which re-
lates to the sharing of information, experiences, and
perspectives throughout community-oriented web-
sites, is becoming increasingly significant in online
world. Due to social media the geographic walls
that divide individuals are crumbling, and new on-
line communities are emerging and growing. Some
examples of social media tools are blogs, forums,
message boards, picture- and video-sharing sites,
user-generated sites, wikis, and podcasts. Each of
these tools helps facilitate communication about
ideas that users are passionate about, and con-
nects like-minded individuals throughout the world.
(Weinberg 2010)
Social media marketing is a process that empow-
ers individuals to promote their websites, products,
or services through online social channels and to
communicate with and tap into a much larger com-
munity that may not have been available via tradi-
tional advertising channels. Social media, most im-
portantly, emphasizes the collective rather than the
individual. Communities exist in different shapes
and sizes throughout the Internet, and people are
talking among themselves. It is the job of social me-
dia marketers to leverage these communities prop-
erly in order to effectively communicate with the
community participants about relevant product and
service offerings. Social media marketing also in-
volves listening to the communities and establishing
relationships with them as a representative of your
company. (Weinberg 2010)
Social media marketing is a process that made it
possible for companies to introduce their products
and services in the Internet, and reach a community
and customers which they could not reach with tra-
ditional marketing channels. There are many differ-
ent sites in different forms with different users. The
task of the companies is to find the right way to
use the right social media channels for themselves.
In social media marketing companies must listen to
the need of the community and answer them the
right way. (Weinberg 2010)
2 Engage Customers
One of the biggest mistake that the companies using
social media is that they take old time marketing
methods into the new world of social media. Many
companies view that social media is a place to mar-
ket with sales letters and traditional strategies. The
problem is that those strategies are not social. It is
not enough to just show the products, people must
be let get to know it. By doing this, people begin to
trust the company and choose it over thousands of
others in the same business. People begin to think
that the company is the expert and become its cus-
tomer. (Meyerson 2010)
It is often easier to sign up for an online commu-
nity than to stay active in it. Customers will soon
notice if the company’s participation is missing and
may decide it is not worth their time. Therefore the
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company should an active participant, not only its
salesman. In order to keep people interested and to
follow the company in social media, they need to
be engaged. Sometimes the best way to keep cus-
tomers engaged is simply to give them a topic on
which they have plenty of opinions. Sometimes it is
not necessary to comment often, it is needed only
just watch and observe. As people want everything
to be fast, simple and effective, the web page should
not be too difficult to use. (Meyerson 2010 ; Sahlin
& Zimmerman 2010)
At the end of each post, the opinions of the read-
ers can be asked by posting open-ended questions.
Simple yes-or-no answers should be avoided. A
good way to get opinions is just by asking sim-
ple questions such as: What do you think about
this topic? What ideas do you have for this topic?
Sending a quiz to the pages can also be helpful.
By giving the customers options where to go now
or where they can find fur- ther information, there
should not be too many options. It will only confuse
them and for example a link saying “Click here to
see more” is better option. (Meyerson 2010 ; Sahlin
& Zimmerman 2010)
Fans need to know that they are important.
When answering customers for the company, the
important thing is to remember to stay professional.
There is no need to answer every comment, but
only the ones which are important and which can
some-how create further conversation or be help-
ful. People who provide feedback need the answer,
because they are looking for an acknowledgment.
Sometimes negative comments also need an answer
to fix a problem, or to make the products better. In-
appropriate comment can be removed but removing
negative or critical comments could end the conver-
sation too quickly. Sometimes the simplest posts
are the best. Sometimes readers need only straight
forward information. (Sahlin & Zimmerman 2010)
3 Video for Marketing in Me-
dia Social
Useful quality video content is required in order to
get subscribers and returning fans. Videos should
be short, under four minutes if possible. It is due
to the fact that attention spans are short nowadays.
For effective marketing videos, video should tell who
is the corporates, what the corporate has and push
the image and branding of corporate. Video is de-
signed without live human beings on camera, be
sure to keep things visually stimulating. In the me-
dia social videos are shared, so it has to be created
without copyright (Meyerson 2010)
Capturing video in the MPEG-4 format it is pref-
ereable for social media, because it offers fairly high-
quality video with a small size that is easily view-
able also on portable devices. Many social media
sites provide HD video options which are a bonus
if the uploaded videos are in HD. Recording the
stereo sound at 48 Kbps, also works well for mobile
devices. (Sahlin & Zimmerman 2010)
Sound quality of video is important aspect. An
external microphone is suggested to be used. Sound
are more professional and it gives better quality. It
is definitely necessary when shooting video from a
far distance. To avoid unwanted noises, the videos
should be recorded in a quiet area. In a room,
create a temporary soundproofing by covering win-
dows and noisy equipment. If the video is recorded
inside, the background should look good and ap-
propriate. Speaking for video marketing for media
social should be performed as speaking to the best
friend. It should be relaxed and natural. A few sec-
onds of silence should be exists at the beginning of
the video. After that, logo and introduction can be
put to send a strong branding in the video.
4 Twitter for Marketing
Twitter is a free microblogging service that allows
users to communicate with one another using short
text-based messages that can be a maximum of 140
characters in length. This limitation has spawned
a set of features, protocols, and behavior that are
entirely unique to the medium. Launched in 2006,
today Twitter has over 14 million accounts—with
much of the growth attributed to celebrity adop-
tion in the first quarter of 2009—and serves both
professional and personal needs.
Companies are using Twitter to tap into business
prospects, influencers, and customers. Most compa-
nies should be on Twitter because it is easy, requires
very little investment of time, and can quickly prove
worthwhile in increased buzz, sales, and consumer
insight. Twitter can be used to announce offers or
events, promote new blog posts, or keep your read-
ers in the know with links to important news stories
(Dan Zarella 2009).
Once people discovered that Twitter had a real
purpose in the business world, the service became
saturated with business people and marketers alike.
These groups have taken advantage of the ability
to tap into the targeted audience for relationship-
building, networking opportunities both online and
oﬄine, achieving business objectives, and personal
gain. Since Twitter is a distributed communications
system, messages can be sent from nearly any de-
vice that has Internet connectivity. Furthermore,
as a broadcasting medium, if there is a sufficient
number of friends on Twitter (followers are peo-
ple who subscribe to your updates), a single 140-
character message can be shared with hundreds or
thousands of people. And finally, since people love
to share high-quality tweets (messages that are sent
via Twitter) with their followers, people will likely
retweet it (share it with their followers), thereby
letting a message can travel even farther than pre-
viously imagined.
Twitter revolves around personal relationships,
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and the most successful Twitter users are those
who engage in facilitating and building friendships.
Some of the most successful business entities are
those that actively monitor the conversation, show
concern for the well-being of their customers, and
provide in-depth and quick customer service. Of
course, while this may seem like a business attempt
at addressing reputation management issues, the
fact that quick customer service is only a tweet away
has driven many individuals to use Twitter, because
it bypasses slower and more traditional means of
contacting support representatives (Tamar Wein-
berg 2009).
In reality, Twitter has proven itself to be a rep-
utation management tool, but it is also a tool that
brings people all over the world closer together for
business and personal goals. Businesses realize that
consumers are talking about them, and they are
taking advantage of the opportunity to respond
quickly. However, to exploit effectively Tweeter as
marketing tools, a monitoring method should be de-
veloped. Therefore, corporate can measures how
effective their marketing effort in media social.
5 Popularity Model on
YouTube
The social networking tools further engage users,
drawing them into an environment that encourages
them to meet new people, read and share opinions,
and be part of a community. One of an emerging
class of social applications, YouTube allows users to
post and tag videos, watch those posted by others,
post comments in a thread discussion format, search
for content by keyword or category, and create and
participate in topical groups. Users can view proles
of individuals who have posted or commented on
videos, see their favorite videos, and contact them
Figure 1 shows the various social activities that can
be performed on YouTube (Swati Agrawal 2013)
YouTube is free, though people who want to post
videos or comments must register with the site, cre-
ating a prole. Users can share their videos publicly
or restricted to members of specied contact lists or
regions by using private sharing. These videos in-
clude title, relevant keywords in the tags, an ap-
propriate category, and a brief description to help
people discover it. (Swati Agrawal 2013)
Interaction mechanisms that can be do on a
YouTube video, such as comments, view, and share
amount. Through such a mechanism can be made
a model of the popularity of video on the youtube
site. The popularity of a video would affect the
user interaction on a video. For example, the activ-
ity of a public figure or celebrity is certainly more
interesting to follow than usual person. Model pop-
ularity of a video on YouTube obtained from the
following formula.
V P = f {w1Vv + w2Cv + w3Sv} (1)
Figure 1: The screenshot illustrates various social
activities on YouTube (Swati Agrawal 2013)
Where V P is a popular video that is influenced
by the number of views Vc, number of comments Cv
and number of shares Shc. With the assumption
w1 = w2 = w3, it means each user who viewed the
video it would also comment and share the video.
V P = w {Vv + Cv + Sv} (2)
The Eq. 2 can be transformed into a simpler
form.
V P = {(Vv + Cv) ∗ Sv} (3)
The Eq. 3 is a popularity model for social me-
dia YouTube. with this popularity model, it can
be applied to videos of a company. Companies can
upload videos about their company profiles, adver-
tising video for their products, and a video with
interesting content.
The Popularity Model, Eq. 3 is used to determine
how popular their product through social media
YouTube, and also can be used to monitor the pop-
ularity of the product from other competitors. By
knowing the popularity of a product, the companies
can reorganize their marketing strategies, so their
products can still competitive with their competi-
tors. The higher popularity of the product mean the
public easily remember about that product. and it’s
also good for the image of the company. However,
to gain popularity in social media, it’s need mar-
keting strategy which is based on interesting and
creative material to be posted on social media so
that users are interested to know about the prod-
uct from the company.
6 Branding Analysis on Twit-
ter
To perform branding analysis in Tweeter, can be
started by compiling the dictionary. This study
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analyzes the receipts sentiment lexicon-based ap-
proach that requires a data dictionary. The data
dictionary is a written description of the data re-
siding in the database. In this research a dictionary
compiled manually, ie by registering the required
word for sentiment analysis. Registration is done by
referring to the Big Indonesian Dictionary. Set of
words in the dictionary of data arranged in an array
of words that is tailored to each category. Created
data dictionary categories include:
• Dictionary of positive word. Dictionary
that lists the Indonesian positive and negative
word lists of negation.
• Dictionary neutral word. Dictionary that
lists Indonesian neutral words, ie words that
do not contain elements of positive or neutral
sentiment.
• Dictionary of negative words. Dictionary
that contains a list of negative words in Indone-
sian and the negation of the positive word list.
• Dictionary of ignored words. Dictionary
that contains a list of nouns and verbs Indone-
sian who does not have an influence on the
value of sentiment.
• Dictionary preposition. Dictionary that
lists the Indonesian word. Its function as
an identifier negation in positive and negative
words.
After that, system should crawl tweet. Twitter
provides API (Application Programming Interface)
that allows other web services and applications in-
tegrate with Twitter. By using Twitter API cor-
pus text post has built that, have three sentiment
classes: positive, negative and neutral. Data that
been used were tweet that contains emoticon and
tweet from two brands of mobile phone network op-
erator.
The next step is preprocessing, which is employed
to gather clean data. The process of obtaining clean
data as follows:
• Case folding. This stage changes all the capital
letter in tweets becomes lower case.
• Removing repeated tweet. Sometimes Twitter
API returns duplicate tweet.
• Removing any tweet containing both positive
and negative emoticon. This may happen if a
tweet contains two subjects.
• Removing retweets (response tweet). “RT”
commonly abbreviates retweets. Retweeting is
the process of copying another user’s tweets
and posting to other accounts. This usually
happens if a user likes another user’s tweet.
• Removing URL link and Twitter username.
• Filtering, by eliminating illegal character in
tweet such as %, /,* and so on.
• Removing any replacing slang words with for-
mal words listed in local dictionary.
• Stoplist removal, by removing character and
words listed as stopwords or words with
high frequency availability (such as “dan” and
“yang’).
After preprocessing then clean tweet will be stored
and ready to use as training data. Clean tweet
then extracted/indexed to determine their term fre-
quency and model will be use to determine senti-
ment of new tweet from user query. The final steps
is to perform the classification. In this research the
method used is Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) with
a dictionary or lexicon-based approach-based. NBC
implementing the method is to calculate the score of
each tweet so that it can be done sentiment classifi-
cation. Tweets that has undergone a process of pre-
processing will produce a few selected words. The
words were selected matching process is then done
with the data dictionary.
According with the principle of Naive Bayes
method, then every word will be counted against
the value of the probability of occurrence data dic-
tionary. Probability value is divided into three
types according to sentiment classification, which
is the value for the category of positive (+), neu-
tral (o) and negative (-). So each category has a
weight according to the frequency of occurrence of
words. Tweets that scores on a dominant categories
are classified into that categories.
7 Testing
The testing is performed to know how effective
is the developed measurement of video popularity
compared the real popularity. Furthemore, it is
also evaluated how messages in tweeter reflect the
branding recognition in the real word.
7.1 YouTube
YouTube can be used to measure the impact of mar-
keting effort. It is performe by applying the equa-
tion 3 to determine the popularity of a product on
social media YouTube. Equation 3 is implemented
by comparing the popularity between product A
and Product B. In this case as well as to moni-
tor the popularity of the company’s products with
other products from other companies.
Data collection is performed by searching with
keywords that fit between product A and product
B, the search process can be sorted based on time
of uploading and user view, in this experiment, the
data sample are from the two telecommunication
companies in Indonesia. his name, just call it "op-
erator A" and "operator B". This data sample is
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taken based on the time in which the number of
videos uploaded between operators A and operators
B are same.
Furthermore, the data will be processed into the
popularity of the model 3 , Figure 2 shown the re-
sults of the popularity between operator A and op-
erator B.
Figure 2: Popularity Operator A and Operator B
The model popularity 3 can be used to mea-
sure the popularity of a product on social media
YouTube, the results can assist companies to devel-
oping marketing strategy for their products.
7.2 Tweeter
The next marketing analysis in social media is sen-
timent analysis was applied to the micro-blogging
site Twitter. Sentiment analysis is used to study the
public response about their products. The public
response do to positive sentiment and negative sen-
timent about the company’s products. sentiment
analysis can be used by companies to determine how
much their product accepted on public community.
Data collection is performed by searching with
keywords that fit between product A and product
B, the search process based on time of tweet. The
research object is same with popoularity model on
the first step, there are “Operator A” and “Operator
B”. This data sample is taken based on the time in
which the number of tweet posted between opera-
tors A and operators B are same.
Figure 3 show the result about sentiment analysis
between “Operator A” and “Operator B”.
Figure 3: Sentiment Analysis between Operator A
and Operator B
Sentiment analysis on the top of Figure 3 is the
positive sentiment between and below is the nega-
tive sentiment.
8 Conclusion
New web technologies have made it easy for any-
one to create and, most importantly distribute their
own material. A blog post, tweet, or YouTube video
can be produced and viewed by millions virtually
for free. Many companies see that social media is
a place to market with sales letters and traditional
strategies. Social media is a new marketing strat-
egy which require new methods as well as a special
assestment techniques.
Content analysis on social media can help compa-
nies to build their marketing strategies. The pop-
ularity model 2 can help companies to know their
popularity on social media YouTube and also be
able to monitor the popularity between their prod-
uct and their competitor products, like in Figure 2.
Sentiment analysis on microblog site Twitter can be
used to study the public response about the com-
pany products, so the company can determine how
much their product acceptable on public commu-
nity. Model popularity 2 for YouTube and senti-
ment analysis for Twitter can be combined into a
tool that can help companies to build their market-
ing strategies.
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